When I started my college, I was a bit reserved,
but Dr D Y Patil SOE had a lion’s share in the overall
development of my personality. And this change did
not happen overnight, the foundation for the same was
laid by our great leader and Chairman, Dr Ajeenkya
Patil sir. I was consistently encouraged and inspired by
Dr. S S Sonawane sir and Dean Prof. A P Deshmukh sir.
We being the pioneer batch, there was a
consistent though running at the back of my mind,
whether this newly found Institution could fulfill my
ambitions, but as time passed by, I realized that my
choice was not wrong. I came across some eminent faculties who willingly supported
me during my academic projects. I was fortunate enough to visit many industries that
helped me understand the practical aspects of what was actually taught in the class. Our
college team had participated in various national technical events like Baja, Supra, and
International Go-Karting Championship for the first time and this wouldn’t have been
possible without the college’s management support. They were very cooperative and
encouraged us to organize and participate in various activities that led to my all round
development. Even though, I was studying Mechanical Engineering, I learnt the effective
use of three vital resources in management viz. Men, Money and Minutes which are
absolutely necessary in this interdisciplinary and competitive world. Both, the faculties
as well as the staff members made the learning experience intellectual and enjoyable.
We were not just trained technically but also spiritually my means of various lectures
sessions that charged our minds. A beautiful campus and awesome sports facilities are
an add-on to it.
Frankly speaking, you would find very few institutions beginning to excel in both
academics and co-curricular. DYSPOE turned out to be an excellent launch pad for my
future career as I would be pursuing a Master’s of Science degree from Texas Tech
University, Texas, USA. I would like to thank DYPSOE for the bottom of my heart.
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